
May 18, 2024

Statutory Form Acknowledgment
Dear Reader:

The following document was created from the CTAS website (ctas.tennessee.edu). This website is
maintained by CTAS staff and seeks to represent the most current information regarding issues relative to
Tennessee county government.

We hope this information will be useful to you; reference to it will assist you with many of the questions
that will arise in your tenure with county government. However, the Tennessee Code Annotated and other
relevant laws or regulations should always be consulted before any action is taken based upon the
contents of this document.

Please feel free to contact us if you have questions or comments regarding this information or any other
CTAS website material.

Sincerely,

The University of Tennessee
County Technical Assistance Service
226 Anne Dallas Dudley Boulevard, Suite 400
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
615.532.3555 phone
615.532.3699 fax
www.ctas.tennessee.edu
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Statutory Form Acknowledgment
Reference Number: CTAS-671
Statutory forms for acknowledgment of instruments are set out in T.C.A. § 66-22-107 (for natural
persons) and T.C.A. § 66‑22‑108 (for partnerships and corporations) and T.C.A. § 66‑22‑114 (another
general form). A basic form for acknowledgment of instruments signed by a natural person is as follows
T.C.A. § 66-22-107:

State of __________________

County of _________________

Personally appeared before me, [name of officer], [official capacity of officer], [name of the natural
person executing the instrument], the within named bargainor, with whom I am personally
acquainted (or proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence), and who acknowledged that
such person executed the within instrument for the purposes therein contained.

Witness my hand, at office, this _____ day of ____________, 20___.

Although the exact language of the forms is recommended, acknowledgments complying with the
substance thereof are valid. T.C.A. § 66-22-114.

In using the above quoted forms, the notary should make certain the proper pronoun, he, she, they, etc.,
is used. So far as possible, there should be no changes or alterations in the body of the acknowledgment;
but should they be required, the notary should initial such changes wherever they appear.

The expiration date of the notary’s commission must appear on every certificate of acknowledgment.
However, failure to include the expiration date does not invalidate the instrument. T.C.A. § 8-16-115.
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